Let q be a prime power and U the group of lower unitriangular matrices of order n for some natural number n. We give a lower bound for the degrees of irreducible constituents of André-Yan supercharacters and classify the supercharacters having constituents whose degree assume this lower bound. Moreover we show that the number of distinct irreducible characters of U meeting this condition is a polynomial in (q − 1) with nonnegative integral coefficients and exhibit monomial sources for those.
Introduction
Let p be a prime, q a power of p, F q the finite field with q elements and U n (q) (n ∈ N) the group of lower unitriangular (n × n)-matrices with entries in F q . Thus U is a p-Sylow subgroup of the full general linear group GL n (q). It is known that determining the conjugacy classes of U for all n and q is a wild problem. Even finding their number as function C(n, q) of q and n and hence the number of distinct irreducible complex characters is still an open problem. A longstanding conjecture contributed to G. Higman [8] states that C(q, n) should be a polynomial in q with integral coefficients depending only on n, not on q. G. Lehrer refined this by conjecturing that the number of pairwise distinct irreducible characters of U of a fixed degree q c , c ∈ Z 0 , should be a polynomial in q with integral coefficients [15] , which more recently was refined once more by Isaacs who conjectured that these polynomials should be actually polynomials in (q − 1) with nonnegative integral coefficients [12] . This, of course, uses the fact that the degrees of the complex irreducible characters of the p-group U are powers of q not just of p, by a result of Huppert [9] , which is actually true for F q -algebra groups by a theorem of Isaacs [11] . The André-Yan supercharacter theory [1] , [16] provides an approximation to the problem of classifying the irreducible complex characters of U . A supercharacter theory for some finite group G consists of a set partition of the collection of conjugacy classes, the unions of the parts called superclasses, and a set of pairwise orthogonal complex characters, called supercharacters such that every irreducible complex character of U occurs as constituent in precisely one supercharacter. Moreover superclasses and supercharacters are in 1-1 correspondence and supercharacters are constant on superclasses.
An F q -algebra group G is of the form G = {1 + x | x ∈ J(A)} for some finite dimensional F q -algebra A with Jacobson radical J(A). Taking for A the F q -algebra of lower triangular matrices, V = J(A) is the nilpotent F q -algebra of strictly lower triangular matrices and U = {1+x | x ∈ J(A)} is indeed an F q -algebra group. Moreover U acts on V = J(A) by left and right multiplication and hence on the set of linear complex charactersV of the additive group (V, +). The map f : U → V : u → u−1 ∈ V induces an 1-cocycle α :V ×U −→ C * : (χ, u) → χ(u −1 −1) providing a right monomial action of U on CV with monomial basisV . There is a similar left hand side construction for a monomial action of U onV from the left. With this action from both sides CV becomes an U -U -bimodule which is isomorphic to the regular bi-representation CU CU CU . Each biorbit ofV under the action of U is a union of right orbits. It turns out that all right orbits in a biorbit induce isomorphic right modules, and any two right orbits being contained in different biorbits afford orthogonal characters. The different (and hence orthogonal) characters afforded by all the right orbits are the André-Yan supercharacters. These can be described combinatorially. We show that there is for each right orbit a lower bound for the degrees of irreducible constituents occurring in the representation of CU on CO for an orbit of V under the right action of U . We say the irreducible CU -module S has minimal dimension, if dim C S assumes this lower bound in the right orbit module of which it is an irreducible constituent.
Inspecting the endomorphism rings of right U -orbit modules we obtain a completely combinatorial necessary and sufficient condition for supercharacters having irreducible character of minimal degree as constituents. This is our first main result. Moreover we show, those have multiplicity one in their supercharacters and show that there are q c , c ∈ N many irreducible constituents of minimal degree in supercharacters, where c ∈ N is determined combinatorially. As a consequence we obtain that the number of distinct irreducible characters of U of minimal degree in their supercharacters (of degree q d , d ∈ Z 0 fixed) is a polynomial in (q − 1) with nonnegative integral coefficients.
By a theorem of Halasi [7] , every irreducible character µ of U is induced from a linear character λ : H → C * = C \{0} for some F q -algebra subgroup H of U . We call the pair (H, λ) a monomial source of µ ∈ Irr(U ). Our second main result determines monomial sources of irreducible characters of U of minimal degree in their supercharacters, (6.12) . These are in fact linear characters of certain pattern subgroups of U and hence irreducible characters of minimal degree in their supercharacters are well-induced in the sense of Evseev [5] .
In her doctoral thesis [6] the second author determined the irreducible U -constituents of the permutation module of GL n (q) on the cosets of a maximal parabolic subgroup of GL n (q). In a forthcoming paper we shall show that these irreducible CU -modules are precisely the irreducible constituents of minimal dimension in a certain combinatorially determined subclass of U -orbit modules having irreducible constituents of minimal degree.
We now fix some notation which is used throughout this paper. We identify the set Φ = {(i, j) | 1 i, j n, i = j} with the standard root system of G where Φ + = {(i, j) ∈ Φ | i > j}, Φ − = {(i, j) ∈ Φ | i < j} are the positive respectively negative roots with respect to the basis
For 1 i, j n let ǫ ij be the n × n-matrix g = (g ij ) over F q , with g ij = 1 and g kl = 0 for all 1 k, l n with (k, l) = (i, j). Thus {ǫ ij | 1 i, j n} is the natural basis of the F q -algebra M n (F q ) of n × n-matrices with entries in F q . For 1 i, j n, i = j and α ∈ F q , let x ij (α) = E n + αǫ ij , where E n is the n × n-identity matrix. Then X ij = {x ij (α) | α ∈ F q } is the root subgroup of G associated with the root (i, j) ∈ Φ, and is isomorphic to the additive group (F q , +) of the underlying field F q , hence is in particular abelian. Moreover U = x ij (α) | 1 j < i n, α ∈ F q is the unitriangular subgroup of G = GL n (q) consisting of all lower triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal. It is well known that for a closed subset J of Φ + , the set U J = {u ∈ U | u ij = 0, ∀ (i, j) / ∈ J} is the subgroup of U generated by X kl , (k, l) ∈ J and if we choose any linear ordering on J then
where the products are given in the fixed linear ordering.
U -Supercharacters
In [16] Yan constructed a basis of CU , called Fourier basis, such that U acts monomially (from both left and right) on it. We shall give here a brief overview on Yan's construction setting it up in a notation more suitable for our work here than the original one used by Yan. We shall use an approach introduced by Markus Jedlitschky in his thesis [13] which produces Yan's Fourier basis. We begin with a very general setting. For the moment let G be an arbitrary group and (V, +) be an abelian group on which G acts as group of automorphisms, the action denoted by right multiplication. Let K be a field. Then G acts on K V , the set of functions from V to K by
In particular, the subsetV = Hom(V,
proving that χ. g is again a linear character on V . Suppose now that f : G −→ V is a (right sided) 1-cocycle, i.e. we have
) for χ ∈V , g ∈ G, then the following holds:
2.3 Theorem (Jedlitschky [13] ). Let KV be the K-vector space with basisV . Then KV becomes a KG-module with monomial basisV , where the new action denoted by " * " of G on V is given as
The fact that f satisfies (2.2) ensures, that the * -action on KV is indeed compatible with the multiplication in G, that is we have
For simplicity, we replace the * in 2.3 by the standard notation and write χg instead of χ * g. Obviously, if G acts on V from the left as group of automorphisms, replacing f by an left 1-cocyclef : G −→ V satisfyingf (gx) = gf (x) +f (g), we can define analogously the left KG-module KV with monomial basisV . Moreover if G acts on V from both sides such that (gA)h = g(Ah) for all g, h ∈ g and A ∈ V , and if f is a right and left 1-cocycle, KV becomes an KG-bimodule with monomial action of G on the baseV from both sides. KV decomposes into a direct sum of KG-modules (from right, left, both sides) of G onV under the dot permutation action "." in (2.1).
We apply this to the special case, where G = U = U n (q) is the group of lower unitriangular n × n-matrices with entries in the filed F q with q a prime power. Let V be the set of nilpotent strictly lower triangular n × n-matrices over F q , thus V = {u − 1 | u ∈ U }. Then V is the Lie algebra of U and in particular an abelian group under addition of matrices. U acts on V by rightand left multiplication group of automorphisms and both action commute by associativity of matrix multiplication. Henceforth we take K = C and choose once for all a non trivial character θ : (F q , +) −→ C * . Moreover the V * = Hom(V, F q ) has a basis given by the coordinate functions ξ ij : V −→ F q : A = A ij ∈ F q , where A ij denotes the entry of the matrix A at position (i, j), 1 i, j n. For a matrix B ∈ V , we define the linear C-character χ B ∈V = Hom((V, +), C * ) to be
It can be seen easily that f is a two sided 1-cocycle from U to V , thus we may apply theorem 2.3 to turn the C-space CV into an CU -bimodule, where U acts on both sides on the basisV of CV monomially. Indeed the CU -bimodule CV is isomorphic to the regular CU -bimodule CU CU CU . This can be shown using the fact that f : U −→ V : u → u − 1 is a bijection. Moreover, since V is a finite group, the C-vector space C V of functions from V to C is isomorphic to the group algebra CV as CV -module. Here for any field C the action of V on C V from the right is given in (2.1) and similarly from the left by setting
(Recall that addition in the abelian group V turns into multiplication in the group algebra CV ). The isomorphism C V −→ CV then is given by evaluation of τ ∈ C V :
In particular, for A ∈ V , the linear character χ A ∈V C V is mapped to
where e −A is the primitive idempotent in CV associated with −A ∈ V . Thus 2.3 yields an action of CU on CV such that U acts on the basis {e A | A ∈ V } of CV monomially. Next we describe the action of U onV . Recall that for A ∈ V, u ∈ U , the linear character
Since χ A . u ∈V there must be a C ∈ V such that χ A . u = χ C . In order to describe C for given A and u we let¯:
, we denote by A ij ∈ F q the entry of A at position (i, j), for 1 i, j n. Thus A = 1 i,j n A ij ǫ ij and A = 1 j<i n A ij ǫ ij . For u ∈ U let u t denote the transposed matrix (an upper unitriangular matrix). Then we have the following:
By general theory the idempotent e A in KV affording the linear character χ A of V is given as:
where¯: C → C : z →z denotes complex conjugation. We write [A] = e A and illustrate this idempotent by a triangle, omitting superfluous zeros in the upper half of matrix A ∈ V . For instance
denotes the idempotent e A = [A] ∈ KV affording the linear character χ A ∈V with
For A ∈ V, u ∈ U we denote the matrix Au −t ∈ V by A. u. This defines indeed a permutation action of u on V . Moreover, using theorem 2.3 we derive a monomial action of u ∈ U on the idempotent basis {[A] | A ∈ V } of KV interpreting again linear characters of V as elements of the group KV :
2.7 Corollary. Let A ∈ V and u ∈ U . Then
For 1 j < i n and α ∈ F q recall that x ij (α) = 1 + αǫ ij ∈ U and that the root subgroup
. Moreover x ij (α) acts on any matrix A ∈ M n×n (F q ) by the elementary column operation adding α times column i to column j in A. Now x ij (α) −t = x ji (−α), hence A. x ij (α) is obtained from A by adding −α times column j to column i (from left to right) and setting nonzero entries in the resulting matrix at position on or to the right of the diagonal to zero. We call this maneuver "truncated column operation" (from left to right). Since every element of U can be written uniquely as product u = 1 j<i n x ij (α ij ) for α ij ∈ F q , where the product is taken in an arbitrary but fixed linear order of the indices (i, j), the (permutation) action of u ∈ U on [A] for A ∈ V can be described by the corresponding sequence of truncated column operations. Moreover
since column j coincides in A and A.x ij (α).
2.9 Corollary. Let 1 j < i n, α ∈ F q and A ∈ V . Then
Similarly the left operation of u on the idempotent basis {[A] | A ∈ V } of V can be described by sequences of truncated row operations from down up, the coefficient in C being obtained similarly.
Remark. The basis {χ
The orbits of U acting on E can now be described combinatorially using 2.9 and its left handed analogue.
2.11 Definition. Let 1 j < i n. The arm h a ij centred at (i, j) consists of all positions (i, k) ∈ Φ + strictly to the right of (i, j), thus h a ij = {(i, k) | j < k < i}, and the hook leg h l ij is the set of positions (l, j) ∈ Φ + strictly above (i, j), thus h l ij = {(l, j) | j < l < i}. Finally the hook h ij centred at (i, j) is defined to be h ij = h a ij ∪ h b ij ∪ {(i, j)}. This may be illustrated as
Let [A] ∈ E, and letÕ be the
Otherwise let A ij = 0 be the lowest non zero entry in the first non zero column j of A from the left. Acting by truncated row-and column operations, i.e. by elements of U of the form x ik (α k ) from the left and x lj (β l ) from the right, for suitable
Choosing 0 = B st to be the lowest non zero value in B in the first non zero column t strictly to the right of column j (so j < t < s n − 1) and proceeding in the same way, we obtain an idempotent [C] ∈ O with A ij = B ij = C ij , C st = B st , such that all entries on the hook arms h a ij , h a st of C are zeros. Proceeding in this way we finally find an idempotent [D] in O such that in D in each row and in each column there is at most one non zero entry. Such idempotents are called verge idempotents and we have shown that each U -U -biorbit O of E contains a verge idempotent. One sees easily that each biorbit contains at most one verge idempotent and we have shown that there is a bijection between verges and U -U -biorbits on E. Obviously the idempotent [A] ∈ E for the zero matrix A = 0 affords the trivial representation of V . . Thus A st = 0 implies (s, t) ∈ p or (s, t) ∈ suppl(p). 
Theorem (Yan

Hom-spaces and irreducibles of minimal dimension
Most of the material presented in this section is known or can easily be derived from the existing literature (e.g. [4] or [16] ). However, since we employ a representation theoretic approach using Hom-spaces between orbit modules explicitely, we provide proofs as well.
and O l A respectively. Recall that CE is isomorphic to CU as U -U -bimodule (see Remark 2.10), an isomorphism given by the inverse f −1 of the (bijective) 1-cocycle f : U → V. More precisely
extends by linearity to an U -U -bimodule isomorphism. In particular CO r A and CO l A are isomorphic under f −1 to the right respectively the left ideal of CU generated by
Proof. CU is a self injective algebra hence, for any x, y ∈ CU every homomorphism from xCU to yCU is obtained by left multiplication by some element of CU . As an easy consequence we have
3.2 Definition. Let M, N be CU -modules. We say that M and N are disjoint, if they have no irreducible constituents in common, that is if the characters afforded by M and N are orthogonal.
Proposition 3.1 enables us to give a proof of part of Yan's theorem 2.13. 
We illustrate the action of root subgroups X kl (1 l < k n) on idempotents as follows
, α ∈ F q adds −α times row i to row l, hence changes entry (l, j) of A to A lj − αA ij , leaving all entries not below the diagonal unchanged to be zero by truncation. Similarly right operation on [A] by x lj (β), β ∈ F q adds −β times column j to column i and truncating the resulting matrix, and hence changing entry A il to A il − βA ij . By 2.9 the resulting idempotents have to be multiplied by the scalar θ(αA il ) in the first and θ(βA lj ) in the second case to complete the monomial action of 2.9. Using this we obtain the following result immediately.
Theorem. Let [A] ∈ E be a right template with main[A]
Thus R consists of all positions in Φ + in zero columns of A together with all positions on and below the positions in p A .
Analogously [A]
∈ E is a left template, if the nonzero entries of A are only in rows, containing a main condition, and are besides the main conditions itself to the right of main conditions and not on hook intersections, that is below main conditions. Define
Thus L consists of all positions in zero rows of [A] together with all position to the left of main conditions including main conditions. Set
by the left with the linear character θ A again.
We describe now orbit modules in more detail. In view of theorem 2.13 we may concentrate on verge orbits, that is orbits generated by some verge idempotent 
∈ T A if and only if A ij = C ij , A rs = C rs and C is = 0, where all other nonzero entries of C are on positions in columns j and s above (i, j) and (r, s) respectively. Inspecting the action of root subgroups X rt on [A] from the left, we observe that for α ∈ F q using the left hand analog of corollary 2.7:
where B ∈ V is obtained from A by adding −α times row r to row t in A and setting in the resulting matrix all entries above and on the main diagonal back to zero. Since the only non zero entry in row r of A is A rs , we have θ(αA rt ) = θ(0) = 1, for t = s. Moreover, if t s, we obtain by truncation [B] = [A]. For s < t < r, B differs from A only at position (t, s), indeed B ts = −αA rs = 0, since A ts = 0. Sequences of truncated row operations by the action of root subgroups X rt , 1 t < r on row r will just place arbitrary entries on the hook leg h l rs leaving other entries of A unchanged. Similarly left action by sequences of elements of root subgroups X it fills the positions of h ℓ ij with arbitrary values of F q , leaving other entries of A unchanged. All other root subgroups X ab not in row r or row i (i.e. a = r, a = i) belong to the projective left stabilizer of [A] in U . We conclude that |O l A | = q a with a = (i− j − 1)+ (r − s − 1) = |h ℓ ij |+ |h ℓ rs |. Similarly for the right action of U on [A] we see that X ab ∈ Pstab U [A] for s = b = j. The right action of X ts , s < t < r fills position (r, t) on h a rs with arbitrary chosen values of F q . Replacing (r, s) by (i, j) the root subgroups X tj , j < t < i fill the positions on h a ij in row i of A with arbitrary elements of F q . We conclude again, since |h a ij | = |h ℓ ij 
. In particular CO r B ∼ = CO r A . Proof. Everything follows at once by inspecting example 3.7.
Note that part 4) of 3.8 reproves part of Yan's theorem 2.13. Moreover, using 3.1, one easily derives a complete proof of 2.13, proving that CO r A ∼ = CO r B for a template [B] ∈ E if and only if [B] ∈ T A . Of course there is an analogous statement, using left templates, for left orbits. Since CE is isomorphic to CU as U -U -bimodule we conclude, that the biorbit module CU [A]CU generated by a verge [A] ∈ E is the direct sum of Wedderburn components of CU . In particular, if S is an irreducible submodule of CO r A , S occurs in CU CU with multiplicity at least |T A | = q a−b , and hence dim C S q a−b , where a and b are defined as above. We have shown:
3.9 Theorem. Let [A] ∈ E be a verge, and let S be an irreducible constituent of CO r A . Then dim C S q a−b . If dim C S = q a−b+m for some m ∈ N, then the multiplicity of S as constituent of CO r A is given as q m . Proof. We already proved that q a−b is a lower bound for the dimension of S. Let dim C S = q a−b+m and let s be the multiplicity of S as irreducible constituent in CO r A . Then s is the multiplicity of S in CO r B for all [B] ∈ T A and so s · q a−b is the multiplicity of S as constituent in the regular U -module CU CU , and hence its dimension as well. So s · q a−b = q a−b+m , proving s = q m .
In the setting of theorem 3.9 we obtain as well an upper bound for the dimension of S observing that q m dim C S has to be less or equal the size q a of O r A . So q m q a−b+m q a , that is 2m b. 2) If dim C S = q a−b+m , a, b, m ∈ N as above, then ǫ S E is an irreducible E-module of dimension q m . 3) S has minimal dimension if and only if ǫ S E = Cǫ S is a one dimensional E-module. 
Endomorphism rings
Throughout this section let [A] ∈ E be a verge with main conditions
Obviously Y r , Y l are subgroups of U and by 3.1 E r = End CU CO r A , E l = End CU CO l A are epimorphic images of CY r and CY l respectively. More precisely, since every endomorphism h ∈ E r is completely determined by its action on the generator [A] of CO r A , we have 4.2 Lemma. The left annihilator a r = {x ∈ CY r | x[A] = 0} is an ideal in CY r such that E r = CY r /a r . Similarly E l = CY l /a l for the right annihilator a l of [A] in CY l .
Note that the indices "r" and "l" indicate here which action is centralized, even if the algebras E r and E l act from the left and the right respectively. In 3.1 we exhibited a C-basis of E r , E l to be labeled by O l A ∩ O r A . More precisely, for any 4.4 Example. Let 1 j < s < b < i < r < a n with {(i, j), (r, s), (a, b)} ⊆ p A .
We list the positions of hook intersections and the root subgroups changing the values there by left and right action in the following table: hook intersections to be changed
h rs ∩ h ab = (r, b) by left action = truncated row operations X ri X ai X ar by right action = truncated column operations X sj X bj X bs
So let [B]
∈ O l A ∩ O r A with B differing from A only in these three hook intersections we may act first by X ri to obtain B is at position (i, s). Then left action by X ai and X ar will change only position (i, b) and (r, b), thus we can insert B ib at position (i, b) and B rb at position (r, b) without changing the entry at position (i, s). Similarly we use X bs on the right first, then X sj and X bj acting from the right on [A] to obtain [B] . It is easy to check R ∪ {(s, j), (b, j), (b, s)} and L ∪ {(r, i), (a, i), (a, r)} are closed subsets of Φ + .
In general, we defineL to be L combined with all positions (r, i) ∈ Φ + such that there exist 1 j, s n such that (i, j), (r, s) ∈ p A and 1 j < s < i < r n. ThenL consists of L and all positions on hook arms, such that the corresponding root subgroups change in [A] only the values at a hook intersection acting from the left. Thus obviously |L|−|L| = |L\L| = b =number of hook intersections. We can now prove the following: Proof. First we show that (a, r), (r, i) ∈L implies (a, i) ∈L proving thatL is a closed subset of Φ + . Since L is closed, we may assume that (a, r) or (r, i) is not contained in L. Suppose (a, r) / ∈ L thus we find (a, b), (r, s) ∈ p, 1 s < b < r < a n such that h ab ∩ h rs = {(r, b)} and X ar acting from the left on [A] changes only the entry at the hook intersection (r, b)
Now (r, i) ∈L is a position in row r, so i < r.
Suppose first (r, i) ∈ L. Then (r, i) is not to the right of (r, s) ∈ p ⊆ L, that is i s. Since r < a and s < b we have i < b and hence the position (a, i) in row a is strictly to the left of (a, b) ∈ p. We conclude that (a, i) ∈ L • ⊆ L ⊆L. Since the commutator subgroup [X ar , X ri ] equals X ai this shows too that X ar normalizes U L • and U L and that it commutes with X rs modulo U L • . Now suppose (r, i) / ∈ L as well. So (r, i) is in row r strictly to the right of (r, s) ∈ p, that is s < i. If i b, then (a, i) is in row a not to right of (a, b) ∈ p, hence is contained in L and we are done, since L ⊆L. Suppose b < i. Since (r, i) / ∈ L, but (r, i) ∈L, there must be in addition a main condition (i, j) in row i with j < s such that X ri acting from the left on [A] changes only the value at the hook intersection h ij ∩ h rs = {(i, s)} in [A] . We have (compare 4.4): 1 j < s < b < i < r < a n combining all inequalities above, and (i, j), (r, s), (a, b) ∈ p. Obviously there is a left sided version of 4.5. Recall that R • (for given verge [A] ∈ E) consists of all positions (i, j) ∈ Φ + in zero columns and in column j such that position (i, j) is strictly above some main condition (r, j) ∈ p A , that is r < i n. R was defined to be R • ∪ p. Noŵ R is R together with all positions (a, b) ∈ Φ + satisfying the following: (a, b) ∈ h ℓ ij for some (i, j) ∈ p A (so b = j) and X ab acts on [A] from the right by changing the value on precisely one hook intersection. The next lemma shows, how we can shift the left action on [A] of UL to the right to obtain a right action by UR. Let (i, j), (r, s) ∈ p with 1 j < s < i < r n as in example 3.7. Thus h ij ∩ h rs = {(i, s)} and X ri acting from the left and X sj acting from the right on [A] will change only the value at the hook intersection (i, s) in [A] . Note that (r, i) ∈L \ L and (s, j) ∈R \ R. In this situation we have:
Proof. We calculate, using the left hand sided version of 2.9: Proof. For β ∈ F q we calculate:
, as desired.
Recall from 4.6 that Pstab Proof. Let (l, s) ∈ R. Then (l, s) has to be position not above the main condition (r, s) and hence l r. Recall that we have 1 j < s < i < r n by our setting 4.8, and hence l > i and (l, j) ∈ R • ⊆ R ⊆ J. Now suppose (j, t) ∈ R. We have to show that (s, t) ∈ J. If t / ∈ {j 1 , . . . , j k }, p = {(i 1 , j 1 ), . . . , (i k , j k )} as above, column t is a zero column in [A] and hence (s, t) ∈ R • ⊆ R ⊆ J. So let t = j ν for some 1 ν k. Then (i ν , j ν ) ∈ p and we have j i ν , since (j, t) ∈ R. Now s > j,thus s > i ν and hence again (s, t) = (s, j ν ) ∈ R • ⊆ R ⊆ J.
In fact we have shown that [X sj , U R ] ⊆ U R • . Recall that R = R • ∪ p by 4.6 and U R • U R . Thus we have:
Since U R • acts trivially on [A] from the right by 3.6, the linear character θ A of 3.6, henceforth denoted by θ r A , by which U R acts from the right on [A] can be extended to U J by any linear character θ β sj of X sj , β ∈ F q . We set Γ = {(a, j ν ) ∈ Φ + | ν = 1, . . . , k, j ν < a < i ν }, so Φ + = R∪Γ. We fix a linear ordering on Γ such that (s, j) ∈ Γ comes first. Note that by Chevelley's commutator formula
is a complete set of right coset representatives of U R in U and is in bijection with the idempotents [B] ∈ O r A , where the products are taken in the given order of Γ. 4.12 Theorem. In the setting of 4.7 keeping the notation introduced above, let β ∈ F q . Then 
A , where a = |Γ|.
We remark that theorem 4.12 can be easily extended to idempotents f β sj for more positions (s, j) ∈R \ R as long as the corresponding root subgroups commute modulo U R • . In the next section we shall use the technique of shifting the action of the endomorphism ring E r from the left to the right in 4.8 to classify all verges [A] ∈ E such that CO r A contains irreducible constituents of minimal dimension and to describe those. 
The irreducibles of minimal dimension
Throughout this section let [A] ∈ E be a verge with main conditions main
[A] = p = p A = {(i 1 , j 1 ), . . . , (i k , j k )} ⊆ Φ + . Let h ν = h iν jν , ν = 1,
Definition. Let 1
ν, µ k. We say (i ν , j ν ) and (i µ , j µ ) are connected (in p), if the following holds: 1) j ν = i µ or j µ = i ν (so ν = µ and h ν , h µ meet at the diagonal).
2) There exists a hook h ρ , 1 ρ k, such that h ρ intersects both, h ν and h µ , each in precisely one position in Φ + . If there are no pairs of connected main conditions in p, we say p is hook disconnected.
We illustrate this with main conditions (i, j), (j, m), (r, s) ∈ p, where 1 s < j < r < i n, hence h ij ∩ h rs = {(r, j)} = ∅, and 1 m < s < j < r n, so h jm ∩ h rs = {(j, s)} = ∅. Putting both inequalities together, we obtain 1 m < s < j < r < i n.
We see from (5.2) that (i, r), (r, j) ∈L \ L but the sum (i, j) of these roots in Φ + is contained in p. Thus the commutator group [X ir , X rj ] = X ij acts by the nontrivial character θ τ ij from the left (and right) on [A] with 0 = τ = A ij ∈ F q . Similarly X jm = [X js , X sm ] acts by θ ρ jm on [A] with ρ = A jm .
5.3 Theorem. Suppose 1 m < s < j < r < i n such that (i, j), (j, m), (r, s) ∈ p. Then CO r A does not contain irreducible constituents of minimal dimension. Proof. Obviously the set ∆ = {(i, r), (r, j), (i, j)} is closed in Φ + , and (i, r), (r, j) ∈L \ L, whereas (i, j) ∈ p ⊆ L (compare (5.2) ). Now U ∆ UL is isomorphic to the unitriangular group U 3 (q). Since X ij = [X ir , X rj ], it acts trivially on every one dimensional CU ∆ -module. By 3.11 CO r A contains irreducible constituents of minimal dimension if and only if E r = End CU (CO r A ) has one dimensional representations. By 4.5 E r = ǫ A CUL, where ǫ A ∈ CUL is the central idempotent (see 4.7) on which U L • acts trivially and U L /U L • by the linear character θ A defined in 3.6. In particular X ij acts on ǫ A by the nontrivial character θ A ij ij , since (i, j) ∈ p, A ij = 0. Let e ∈ E r be an idempotent affording a one dimensional representation of E r . Since ǫ A is the identity of E r , we have ǫ A e = e. We obtain e = x ij (α)e = x ij (α)ǫ A e = θ(A ij α)ǫ A e = θ(A ij α)e, for all α ∈ F q and hence θ(A ij α) = 1 for all α ∈ F q , a contradiction. Thus E r has no one dimensional representations and the theorem is proved.
We now turn to the hook disconnected case.
Proposition. Suppose p is hook disconnected and let [A] ∈ E be a verge with main[A] =
∈ L • , but both are contained inL − =L \ p. SinceL is closed by 4.5, (a, c) ∈L. Thus we have to show (a, c) / ∈ p. Suppose (a, c) ∈ p. We illustrate the situation: 
desired. An analogous argument shows the claim for
5.6 Corollary. Suppose p ⊆ Φ + is a hook disconnected set of main conditions and let [A] ∈ E be a verge with p A = p. Then E r = End CU (CO r A ) is isomorphic to the group algebra of j 1 ) , . . . , (i k , j k )} ⊆ Φ + the algebras of the form (CUL)ǫ are all isomorphic for any primitive idempotent ǫ in CU L affording a one dimensional representation with trivial U L • -action. Choosing ǫ to be the trivial idempotent
where ǫ A ∈ CU L is defined as in 4.5.
This result has some interesting consequences, which we shall list below. To simplify notation we denote in the situation of 5.4 we identify UL − /U L • and UL/U L and denote this group by Recall the conjectures of Higman [8] , Lehrer [15] and Isaacs [12] from the introduction. Observe that q = (q − 1) 1 + (q − 1) 0 , hence (q − 1) k q c is indeed a polynomial in (q − 1) with nonnegative integral coefficients. Summing over all sets p ⊆ Φ + of main conditions, such that p is hook disconnected, we obtain: 5.8 Theorem. There exists a polynomial d n (t) ∈ Z[t] with non negative coefficients such that d n (q − 1) is the number of distinct irreducible characters of U , which occur with minimal degree in their supercharacters.
Obviously the Lehrer variant of that statement holds as well.
Monomial sources of irreducibles of minimal dimension
In this section we shall determine monomial sources of the irreducibles CU -modules of minimal dimension. Here a monomial source for an irreducible CG-module S, where G is a finite group, means a subgroup H of G together with some one dimensional CH-module C λ such that S = Ind G H C λ . The index "λ" denotes the linear character of H by which H acts on C λ . Thus G acts monomially on the cosets of H in G. A finite group G is called a monomial group (Mgroup for short), if every irreducible CG-module is monomial, that is has a monomial source. It is well know (see e.g. Isaacs' book [10] ) that every supersolvable and hence every nilpotent group is an M -group. Thus in particular finite p-groups and hence the unitriangular groups U n (q) are M -groups. Halasi has shown in [7] that every irreducible character of U is induced from a linear character of some F q -algebra subgroup of U . In 6.12 we shall prove that for irreducibles of minimal dimension, the F q -algebra subgroup can be chosen to be a pattern subgroup. We continue with the setting of the previous section. Thus let p ⊆ Φ + be a subset of Φ + of main conditions and let [A] ∈ E be a verge with main conditions p A = p. If not stated otherwise, we assume now that p is hook disconnected. Recall from the previous sections the definition of the closed subsets 
for (i, j), (r, s) ∈ p with 1 j < s < i < r n. In 4.6 we showed that E r = End CU (CO r A ) is given as ideal ǫ A CUL, where ǫ A is the central primitive idempotent in CU L affording the trivial character on U L • and the linear character θ A ,
with σ = A rs /A ij ∈ F * q is obviously an isomorphism of abelian groups. In 4.8 we proved that 
CUR is a bijection. We have 6.7 Proposition. Let p be hook disconnected. Then Υ :
CUR is a C-algebra isomorphism from E r = End C U (CO r A ) into the subalgebra ǫ ⊥ A CUR of CU , such that for all x ∈ ǫ A CUL we have: 
for (a, r), (r, i) ∈L − . So let 1 s < b < r < a n, 1 j < s < i < r n such that (a, b), (r, s), (i, j) ∈ p and {(r, b)} = h rs ∩ h ab , {(i, s)} = h ij ∩ h rs , (compare example 4.4). Then (a, r) ⊥ = (b, s) and (r, i) ⊥ = (s, j). We distinguish two cases:
proving that Υ preserves commutators in this case.
Note that the case b = i cannot occur, since then (a, i) = (a, b) ∈ p. Since p is hook disconnected, L − is closed and hence (a, i) ∈L − =L \ p. 
as desired.
6.9 Remark. For hook connected main conditions p, it can be shown that a similar C-algebra isomorphism Υ :
CUR exists. It acts on root subgroups X ab , (a, b) ∈L \ L • in the same fashion. However the case b = i in the proof of proposition 6.7 can occur which forces for sequences of hook connected conditions a non trivial action on root subgroups X ij with (i, j) ∈ p as well, permuting those, to take care of the case that a commutator subgroup meets root subgroups at main conditions. To keep the character θ A stable one needs to adjust the entry α for x ij (α), (i, j) ∈ p, by factors derived from quotients of entries at main conditions. This extension to the general case however will not be needed in this paper.
Let p ⊆ Φ + be again hook disconnected. Recall from 5.4 that the endomorphism rings E r , E l of CO r A and CO l A of 4.5 and 4.6 respectively can be identified with the group algebras CH and CH ⊥ , setting H = H p = UL − /U L • ∼ = UL/U L and H ⊥ = UR − /U R • ∼ = UR/U R , where again L − =L \ p,R − =R \ p . Obviously the algebra isomorphism Υ of 6.7 induces a group isomorphism H → H ⊥ . For x ∈ CH we denote now Υ(x) ∈ CH ⊥ by x ⊥ .
If S is an irreducible CH ⊥ -module, we can extend the H ⊥ -action on S by 5.4 to UR/U R • = H ⊥ × U R /U R • by θ A : U R /U R • =× (a,b)∈p X ab → C * defined in 3.6, and then lift the resulting UR/U R • -module to UR by letting U R • act trivially on it. The corresponding CUR-module is now denoted byŜ A =Ŝ. Let Irr(CH ⊥ ) be a complete set of non isomorphic irreducible CH ⊥ -modules. 6.10 Remark. In general Υ defined in 6.9 shifts the action on the verge idempotents from left to right. As a consequence all irreducible constituents of CO r A are induced from precisely the irreducible modules of UR in the sum of Wedderburn components attached to the central idempotent ǫ ⊥ A . This result has been observed as well by Tung Le in [14] but was shown there by different methods. In the special case of hook disconnected main conditions it follows immediately from proposition 6.7: A is an irreducible constituent of CO r A . Now by Isaacs' theorem ( [11] , Theorem A) dim C S is a power of q, say q m . Thus dim C ǫ S CH = q m too, and dim C ǫ S CO r A = dim C [A]SCU = q a−b+m , since ǫ S CH has multiplicity q m in CH CH , which may be considered as endomorphism algebra of CO r A . Now 1) follows from 3.9 and 3.10. Thus multiplying up the CUR-submodule [A]S = [A]Ŝ of CO r A to CU produces an increase in dimension by a factor q a−b which incidentally is the index of UR in U . This implies 2) and hence 3) holds as well.
Recall that |CO
In 6.11 let the irreducible CH ⊥ -module be one dimensional and hence afford a linear character λ S : H → C * which extends to a linear character λ S · θ A : UR \ U R • → C * and hence to a linear characterλ S : UR → C * . Then we have precisely in the situation of theorem 5.7 and hence have constructed the monomial sources of the irreducible CU -modules which have minimal dimension in their verge orbit module:
6.12 Corollary. Let S CO r A be of minimal dimension. Then [A] ∈ E has hook disconnected main conditions p ⊆ Φ + . Moreover there exists a linear character λ : UR → C * having U R • in its kernel, such that the restriction of λ to U R is θ A and (UR, λ) is a monomial source of S.
This corollary shows in particular that irreducible characters of U of minimal degree in their supercharacters are induced from linear characters of pattern subgroups. Recall that by [7] every irreducible character of U is introduced from a linear character of some F q -algebra subgroup of U . However, as shown by Evseev in [5] not every irreducible character of U needs to be induced from a linear character of some pattern subgroup of U . Those, which are, are called "well-induced" by Evseev and our result shows that irreducible characters of minimal degree in their supercharacters are well-induced.
